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Introduction. Throughout the paper, M stands for a F-ring, as
defined by Barnes [1]. We shall utilize the standard notations and
definitions in Barnes [1] and Hsu [2]. In [2] Hsu has introduced the
notion of g-prime ideals in F-rings and proved that for any ideal A
of the F-ring M, the radical rq(A)of A (that is, the set of all elements
x of M such that every g-system containing x contains an element of
A) is the intersection of all g-prime ideals containing A. In this paper
we introduce the notion of g-halfprime ideals in F-rings and prove that
.an ideal A of the F-ring M is g-halfprime if and only if A-rq(A).

Preliminary definitions. If a is an element of the F-ring M, then
(a) denotes the principal ideal generated by a. If S is a subset of M,
we call S an sp-system if S=i or a eS implies (a)S=. A non-
empty subset S of M is called a g-sp-system if S contains an sp-system
.S’ such that g(x) S’=O for every element x of S, where S’ is called a
kernel of S. An ideal I of M is said to be g-halfprime if C(I)=M\I
is a g-sp-system.

Example. Consider Z, the ring of integers, as a F-ring with F
=Z. Let p, q be two distinct prime numbers. Define g(a)-({a, pq}).
Now g(pq)=(pq) and hence C((pq)) is g-sp-system with kernel
C((pq)), which is not a g-system.

Suppose K is a subset of M and satisfies the condition" For each
aeK, there exists an sp-system S_K such that g(a)S=O. Then
consider the set X, which is the union of all sp-systems which are
contained in K. One can easily verify that K is a g-sp-system with
kernel X. Hence a subset K of M is a g-sp-system if and only if K
satisfies the condition" For each a e K, there exists an sp-system S_K,
such that g(a)

Main Theorem. Before proving our main theorem, we prove the
tollowing

Lemma. If S is an sp-system and x e S, then there exists an m-
system X (Def. 3.2. in [2]) such tha$ x e X and X_S.

Pool. Let S be an sp-system and x an element of S. Then there
exists an element x, e (x) S. Again since S is an sp-system, there
exists x e (x,)S. If we continue this process, we get a sequence
{x} of elements in S with Xo=X and x+ e (x} S for i_>0. Now x
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e(x_,}, (x_}_(x_} for each i, so that_.... It is easy to verify that x e (x}(x)X for i_]. Hence X
{x0, x, x, } is an m-system such that x x0 e X and XS. Hence

the lemma.
Theorem. Let M be a F-ring and A be an ideal of M. Then A

is g-halfprime if and only if A=r(A).
Proof. Suppose A is g-halfprime. Clearly Ar(A). To show

r(A)_A, let a e rg(A). Suppose a e A. Since C(A) is a g-sp-system
there exists an element x and an sp-system K such that x e g(a), x e K
and KC(A). Now by above Lemma, there exists an m-system K*
such that x eK* and K*_K. Write Q={ye C(A)Ig(y)K*=/=O}.
Clearly K*_QC(A), a e Q and Q is a g-system with kernel K*. By
Zorn’s Lemma (applied to the class of all ideals I, such that I Q=O,
I_A), there exists an ideal P maximal with respect to the properties
P Q-- and P_A. By the proof of Theorem 3.8. in [2], if follows
that P is g-prime. Since a e P and P is g-prime containing A, Theo-
rem 3.8. in [2] shows that a e r(A). This is a contradiction. Hence
A -r(A).

Conversely,-suppose that A=r(A). To show that A is g-half-
prime we have to show that C(A) is a g-sp-system. If r(A) is the
intersection of all prime ideals containing A, then C(r(A))is an sp-
system. Now we show that C(A) is a g-sp-system with kernel C(r(A)).
To show this let x e C(A). Now x e A--r(A) and so there is a g-system
YsuchthatxeYand YA--. LetX be any kernel of Y. Then
since x e Y and X is a kernel of Y there exists an element z e g(x) X.
Now z e X, X is an m-system and XA=. By Theorem 7 of [1],
z e r(A). z e r(A) and z e g(x) imply g(x) C(r(A))=/=. Hence the
theorem.

By the property (2) in Theorem 4.3 [2], we have
Corollary. Intersection of any collection of g-prime ideals is a

g-halfprime ideal.
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